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April Showers = Rain Delays/Rescheduled Trips!
from your IAPT Executive Director—Cheryl Douglas
The Spring sports season is upon us. It goes without saying….everyone is being asked to do
the impossible. Remember to find time for yourself each day; even if it’s only a few minutes
to take some deep breaths and close your eyes for a minute or two to regroup. First do what is
necessary; then do what is possible. Take care of yourself!
Last month, an Illinois school district experienced an unfortunate situation when one of its drivers was arrested for allegedly being under the influence of alcohol. As the media
―investigation‖ unfolded, there was much speculation about how the situation was handled and
how it should have been handled. Both the transportation director and the driver lost their jobs.
We realized not everyone may have had the opportunity to receive the required Reasonable
Suspicion Supervisor training. With the help of the Mid-West Truckers Association, we are
happy to announce that everyone attending the Joint Conference will have the opportunity of
receiving the Federal DOT mandated ―Reasonable Suspicion‖ Supervisor Training! For 3Day Conference attendees, the training IS INCLUDED IN YOUR CONFERENCE FEES! Even
if you’ve had the training, you may want a ―refresher‖, so come to the conference!
Your Joint Conference Committee Members and IAPT Board are in the final stages of determining the workshops, speakers, and events for the conference week….watch for details! Our
Wednesday evening sponsors have out-done themselves…American English will be performing for us!!! The Joint Conference is a LOW-COST way for you and your operation to
receive a tremendous amount of necessary information. This is YOUR OPPORTUNITY to
learn ways to reduce your operation’s liability, risk, and exposure.
The official date for Earth Day is April 22 every year. For more information about Earth Day and
Earth Day events, visit www.earthday.org
Did you know?* (Found on: http://news.yousendit.com/servlet/website/ResponseForm?
NlpE.26HkmoVTUTELtHpsFpsHimDgLm&s=12009)

17 reams of paper = one tree! How many trees are you consuming by printing?

CDs and DVDs are made from materials that release chemicals that contribute
to environmental and health problems as well as global warming.

Shipping one package 200 miles creates 130lbs of carbon dioxide which
would take almost 3 trees a year to absorb.
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New Members—Welcome!

Advertisers

Sandra Baker, Meridian CUSD #223, Stillman Valley, IL
Gail Hemm, I-KAN ROE, Kankakee, IL
Mr. Robin Houchin, Reg. Supt, ROE, Pekin, IL

Due to the size of this issue and the resultant large
table of contents, our advertisers’ locations are listed
here:

Our newly designed web site is up and running!
Take a look. It is now possible to pay for your membership online*. By the end of the week, conference
registration will be online too….so keep checking the
web site. *There’s a small up-charge to cover online credit

Accurate Biometrics ..................................... Page 2
Central States Bus Sales ............................. Page 9

card processing. Checks are still accepted.

John’s Paint and Body ............................... Page 16
Inland Power Group ........................... Pages 6 & 20

Message from IAPT President,
Blanca N. Souders
From the President’s Desk

Midwest Transit Equipment.............. Pages 14 & 24
Radilink ...................................................... Page 21

Greetings,

Southern Bus & Mobility ............................ Page 16

That old saying April
showers bring May flowers
sure applies to the last couple
of
weeks. As I look out the window, I finally see
sun; it sure changes the way you feel.

Transfinder .................................................. Page 4
Zonar Systems........................................... Page 11

I don’t know if your drivers do this but the countdown
has started here. Every day, someone changes the
number on the board showing how many days till the
last day of school. Thankfully for us, there were no
snow (emergency) days used as of yet so the last day
stands.
I would really like to encourage all of you to attend this
year’s Joint Conference which is being held in Sandwich, IL. With the ever-changing world of transportation, it is important to bring in speakers who will
enlighten us on issues that dominate our world. I am
especially looking forward to the roundtable discussions with all of you. We are so fortunate that we are
able to learn from one another and give advice on how
situations are covered across the state.
Be sure to keep an eye out for all the information that
will be coming to you. The TIPS newsletter will allow
you to read about the speakers. Conference materials
will available later this month. We will send a notification through email to each of you. And for the first
time ever, you will be able to pay online. Any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us here at
IAPT.
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“Hero Teacher Keeps His Promise, Stops Shooter”
Submitted by Marybeth King, Special Agent, FBI

On February 23, 2010, a rifleman began shooting students leaving Deer Creek Elementary School in Denver. When the rifleman paused to chamber another round, math
teacher David Benke knocked the shooter to the ground. Benke and another teacher held
the shooter until police arrived. As reported by Nicolas Riccardi, ―During regular emergency drills at Deer Creek Middle School in suburban Denver, math teacher David Benke always told himself and his students that, should something dire occur, he would try to protect them.‖ Riccardi, Nicholas. "Hero Teacher Keeps His Promise, Stops
Shooter." Chicago Tribune 25 Feb. 2010. Print.
We educate ourselves so that if one day we are confronted with a particular situation, we are prepared and able to
act. The ability to act is a combination of two things: education and mindset. Because of the regular emergency
drills (education) and Benke’s decision in advance to protect his students (mindset), he was able to act and prevent
countless deaths.
To illustrate that point, here are two scenarios you may encounter. In the first scenario, you see a person photographing the security devices, such as the locks, cameras, and fencing, at a school bus yard. If you aren’t aware that
this activity is an indicator of potential criminal/terrorist activity (lack of education), you won’t notify management or
law enforcement (lack of action). If you are aware this is an indicator of potential criminal/terrorist activity, but have
previously decided, ―I’m not going to get involved‖ (mindset), the result is the same: management or law enforcement
is not contacted and potentially valuable information is lost.
In the second scenario, you are at a school when a student enters and begins to indiscriminately shoot fellow students and faculty. After Virginia Tech and Columbine, most everyone is aware of the active shooter (education). If
you are witnessing the shooting and have decided ―It won’t happen here,‖ or have not affirmatively decided to act in
the face of this violence (mindset), chances are very good you won’t act. Such a mindset in this case results in much
dire consequences.
Remember, the Ft. Hood shooter was able to kill 13 people even though the individuals targeted were highly trained
and fought back. The time to decide how you will act and what you will report is now, not when the event is occurring.
As you go about your day, please be alert to behavior or incidents that appear suspicious or out of the ordinary.
Think about what you would do if you saw something suspicious or were confronted with an emergency situation. If
you see or are involved in something requiring immediate attention, call 911. If you notice something that appears
unusual or ―not quite right,‖ please let me know at marybeth.king@ic.fbi.gov. Thank you for what you do everyday
and stay safe.
© 2010 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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Anyone Know a Hero?
Submitted by Barb Rizzo, IAPT Treasurer from Peotone SD 207 U

The Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation is looking for some of our everyday heroes. If you know of someone in our industry who has gone above and beyond in the performance of their job or someone who, by an act of kindness, has made a difference in
someone’s life, we want to know.
So often in our industry the headlines are negative. We all know there are so many positive acts that are not recognized performed daily, and we would like to change that. If
you have someone in your organization who has made a difference, please let us know.
IAPT will be recognizing some of our HEROES at the Joint Conference in June 2010.

HERO

If you would like to nominate an employee or a co-worker, please send an e-mail to Barb
Rizzo at peotonebus@prodigy.net with a short description of an incident and/or the reason you believe the person being nominated should be considered.
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DePorto, Central Region Director, LincolnWay Comm. HS 210
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Lincoln-Way bus driver
makes life-saving call
Laura Michaels
Editor
It was a Wednesday morning that began like any
other.
Mokena resident Jim
Gorecki got up early to walk
his dogs Feb. 17, completely
unaware that a blood clot
was dangerously close to
blocking a lung artery in his
chest.
Out on the road, LincolnWay High School District 210
bus driver Kelly Maher was going about her usual route when
she saw something very unusual.
As she drove closer, Maher realized Gorecki wasn’t just leaning
over to play with his dogs, as
she’d seen him do morning after
morning. Instead he was lying
face first in the snow and something was clearly wrong. It was
then that Maher did what she
later said anybody else would do
— she called 911.
“Because I had kids on the bus,
[per state law] I couldn’t get off
to see what was wrong so I just
called the ambulance,” Maher
said weeks after the incident. “I
did what you’d hope anyone else
would do.”

PHOTO CREDIT
LAURA MICHAELS/22ND CENTURY MEDIA
Jim and Carol Gorecki (far left, right) surprise LW District 210 bus
driver Kelly Maher (center) at work to thank her for making the 911
call that ultimately saved Jim’s life after he suffered a double pulmonary embolism in February.

Weeks later, out of the hospital and back on his
feet, Gorecki had one thing on his mind: finding the
bus driver and thanking her in person. Gorecki
called the Lincoln-Way Transportation Center, and
on March 19 he and his wife Carol surprised Maher
with a personal visit.
“I found out three days into the hospital that you
saved my life,” Gorecki said as he hugged Maher.
“I wouldn’t be here if you hadn’t called.
“The doctor said if it wasn’t for the driver calling
the paramedics, I wouldn’t have made it.”
Through her tears, Maher, of Frankfort, said she
was just glad to know Gorecki was all right.

Gorecki, who recently retired after 38 years as a
principal and educator, said he’s grateful that he’ll
Gorecki was taken to the hospi- be able to enjoy his retirement years and spend time
tal, where he later found out he’d with his grandchildren.
suffered a double pulmonary em- Story provided courtesy of The New Lenox Patriot and 22nd
bolism and was lucky to be alive. Century Media.
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Thank you to Candy Wendt and the Mid-West Truckers Association for allowing us to reprint the following document.

MID-WEST TRUCKERS ASSOCIATION
DRUG & ALCOHOL TESTING CONSORTIUM
MARCH, 2010 UPDATE

How Not to Handle a Reasonable Suspicion Situation
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER ALLEGEDLY DRUNK – You may have heard news reports in the last few weeks where an
allegedly drunk school bus driver was not stopped by the supervisor until after driving the school children home. This
was despite reports that a school district supervisor was notified by the bus driver's co-worker that the driver smelled of
alcohol. The supervisor was reported to have stated that they needed to have "actual knowledge" before removing the
bus driver. Bad judgement all the way around!
First, this school district is not in our drug & alcohol testing consortium operated specifically for school bus drivers. We
have no knowledge whether the supervisor had gone through the required 2 hours of reasonable suspicion supervisor
training. However, if the supervisor had gone through the training, he or she should have known the overall goal of reasonable suspicion testing is to protect the public, and in this case, the students on the bus and anyone else who comes
in contact with the bus or the driver.
Even though a reasonable suspicion test could not have been conducted on the driver based on hearsay (co-worker
told the supervisor), the driver should have been immediately removed by the supervisor from safety-sensitive duty to
ensure the driver, who may not have been fit for duty, didn't jeopardize the public or the children's safety. Once removed, the supervisor should have observed the driver (away from the work area and any co-workers). After directly
observing the driver, if the supervisor concluded there was probable cause to conduct a reasonable suspicion alcohol
test, he or she should have completed the reasonable suspicion observation form and escorted the driver to the testing
site. If the alcohol test result was .02 or greater, the supervisor should have made sure the driver was transported
home. (In this case, the driver allegedly had a BAC of .23%)
A reasonable suspicion test determination must be based on the supervisor's specific "contemporaneous articulable"
observations of an employee's behavior, appearance, speech or body odors associated with alcohol or drug use.
"Contemporaneous" means that the behavior, appearance or body odor exists at the time when the supervisor is making the observation. Observations leading to a reasonable suspicion alcohol test must be made just before, during, or
immediately after the employee is required to be in compliance with the alcohol conduct standards of the regulations.
"Articulable" for reasonable suspicion testing means that the observations are specific (the specific behavioral or physical signs associated with drug or alcohol use) and that they can be documented in writing. Observations are what the
supervisor sees, hears or smells.
The definition of reasonable suspicion cannot be better stated as it is defined in the "Guidelines for Reasonable Suspicion Drug and Alcohol Testing for Supervisors of DOT-covered employees," authored by Dr. Donna Smith. As many of
you know, Dr. Smith has been the presenter for the Reasonable Suspicion Supervisor Training at the annual Mid-West
Truckers Convention for the last 5 years. Any supervisor who has been through her training has received a copy of
these Guidelines.
Continued on next page
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MID-WEST TRUCKERS ASSOCIATION
DRUG & ALCOHOL TESTING CONSORTIUM
MARCH, 2010 UPDATE
Page 2
The Guidelines state: "Reasonable suspicion is a broad based term used to describe a set of circumstances that indicate a reason to conduct an investigation or assessment of an employee's fitness for duty, or to explore possible explanations for an employee's conduct, actions or appearance. The suspicion is based on observations of the individual
employee. It is not a generalized belief or gut feeling about a group or category of employees based on such characteristics as dress, ethnicity, age, or occupation."
"A reasonable suspicion is more than a hunch; it is a reasoned conclusion drawn from objective observations of the
individual. The standards applied to probable cause are generally more definitive in a legal sense than those applied to
reasonable suspicion, especially in the context of requiring an individual to undergo a breath or urine test for the presence of alcohol or other drugs in their body. Probable cause generally implies that there is evidence to support a probable conclusion-for instance, drug or alcohol use. Reasonable suspicion leaves room for an action to rule out or eliminate a particular cause for the observed phenomenon. In other words, the reasonable suspicion test is used as
much to determine that alcohol or drugs are not the cause of the observed behavior or appearance, as it is to
prove that alcohol or drugs is the causative agent. So the behaviors, conduct, or appearance observations of the
supervisor do not have to represent probable drug or alcohol misuse, but rather possible drug or alcohol misuse."
"Because an employee has used drugs or alcohol in violation of workplace policy or rules, does not mean that he/she is
an alcoholic or drug addict. A reasonable suspicion test is one way of determining if an employee has engaged in conduct prohibited by the DOT anti-drug and alcohol misuse prevention rules."
The moral of this story is a supervisor should not be afraid to conduct a reasonable suspicion test if they observe an
employee and believe the employee has used drugs or alcohol in violation of their workplace policy and rules. When a
supervisor is approached by an employee who has a concern of drug or alcohol misuse by a co-worker, the supervisor
has an obligation to observe and conduct a reasonable suspicion determination on the co-worker to see if the concern
is valid. Public and workplace safety should be the supervisor's number one focus!

ATTENTION SCHOOL DISTRICTS: If you have missed the Reasonable Suspicion Supervisor Training we have
held for the past 5 years, Dr. Donna Smith will be conducting a reasonable suspicion training Thursday, June 24, 2010
at the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation’s 2010 Joint Conference in Sandwich, IL. We will be exhibiting at the
Trade Show on Wednesday, June 23. Stop by and see us in Booth 59!
The Illinois School District Drug & Alcohol Testing Consortium (administered by Mid-West Truckers Association) is the
only Consortium endorsed by the Illinois Association of School Boards. Since 1995, the Consortium has offered an
efficient method for complying with federal-mandated drug & alcohol testing of transportation employees who drive vehicles designed to transport 16 or more passengers (including the driver) to hundreds of school districts. The Consortium provides sample Administrative Procedures and automatic updates as needed, random selections, supervisor
training, on-site or clinic-based collections, laboratory testing, medical review officer services, and some recordkeeping.
If you are interested in joining the Illinois School District Drug & Alcohol Testing Consortium, please contact Candy
Wendt, Mid-West Truckers Association, 2727 N. Dirksen Parkway, Springfield, IL 62702, (217) 525-0310,
candyw@mid-westtruckers.com.
© 2010 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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More Fires
Submitted by Cheryl Douglas, IAPT Executive Director

In February’s issue of TIPS, we covered a fire which occurred in a suburban
owned by the Joliet Township HS District. As you may recall, that district also
found a wiring harness problem in a couple of their mini-buses.
Just recently, I read reports about fires in two buses in South Carolina. If you are interested in reading
more about the fires, ―Google‖ Thomas Built + Greenville.
What is causing alarm is that two fires occurred on the same day, both occurred in the same make/
model of bus and both appear to have the same cause. Both fires were in 2008 buses that were put
into service in 2009. In both situations, the fires started in the wiring under the dashboard. Both
buses were rear engine vehicles. Both buses were transporting children with disabilities. No children
or adults were injured however, at least one of the buses was destroyed. The South Carolina Department of Education and Thomas Built Buses are investigating the two situations.

What remains of the school bus driver compartment.
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From: MENEGHETTI CINDA [mailto:cmeneghe@isbe.net] on behalf of
From: Pete Baxter (Indiana DOE)
Subject: Fischer's driver instructor trainer courses - the final year

Driver Instructor Trainer Courses
There is space available in both
classes. Mr. Fischer has advised this
is his last year conducting the driver
trainer instructor course. Do not let
your driver trainer’s miss out on this
worthy and beneficial training opportunity.

portation member and instructor will bene- consists of extensive Instruction and Befit from this course.
hind the Wheel, including reference point
driving. Classroom and Behind the Wheel
This Instructor Training Class is for
sessions will prepare the School Bus InSchool District, Contractor and Head Start structor to conduct a systematic program
personnel.
for training school bus drivers. Each attendee will receive a detailed 420 page
This course curriculum will provide train- School Bus Driver Instructor Guide includSCHOOL BUS DRIVER INSTRUCTOR ing in both classroom and behind the
ing Lesson Plans and Training Forms.
COURSE
wheel training sessions.
ACCOMMODATIONS / MEALS
COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
June 7-11, 2010
Participants are responsible for their own
Hamilton Southeastern School Corpomeals and lodging arrangements.
Instructor: Mr. Richard Fischer, President
ration
Hamilton Southeastern High School Trans-Consult.
CANCELLATION POLICY
13910 East 126th Street
TRANS - CONSULT may cancel or postDick will be presenting the Driver / Driver pone this course because of insufficient
Fishers
Instructor Courses and has expertise and enrollment or other unforeseen circumexperience in all phases of pupil transpor- stances. If canceled, registration fees will
AND
tation. Dick has been training drivers for be fully refunded, however the TRANSover fifty years, first in the military and for CONSULT OR Nineveh Hensley Jackson
June 14-18
many years in the pupil transportation
Crown Point School Corporation
United Schools will not be responsible for
field. He is widely known for the school
Wheeler Middle School
any other cost.
bus safety seminars he has conducted for
401 West Joliet Street
many school districts and state departCrown Point
COURSE REGISTRATION FEES
ments of education. His years of experi- Driver Instructor Courses Registration
ence have aided in developing a system- fees are $400.00. Registration fee is due
atic program of training drivers, which
in full at the time of registration. Cancelresults in greatly improved efficiency,
lations must be received 14 days prior to
which should in turn lead to a reduction of course date, May 24, 2010.
accidents. In today’s world, collision
means liability, so any reduction of colli- REGISTRATION DEADLINE
sion means not only the potential for pre- The course will remain open until the
venting injury and loss of life but costly
class is filled. The course is limited to 20
litigation as well.
attendees. Register early.

Proper school bus driver training can pre- Drivers trained with this program simply
vent occurrences like this.
become better drivers, and better drivers
mean fewer collisions, fewer collisions
The Office of School Traffic Safety and
mean fewer injuries, fewer insurance
Emergency Planning, in cooperation with claims, and fewer lawsuits. These are the
Crown Point and Hamilton Southeastern goals of every pupil transportation departSchools, are pleased to announce this
ment.
outstanding School Bus Driver Instructor
Course. Even the most experienced trans- The School Bus Driver Instructor course
© 2010 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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CLEANING YOUR BUS
How often do you clean your bus? Once a week, once a
month, once a year, never?
In visits to our customers looking at possible trades, it
amazes us how many drivers/owners do not clean their
buses frequently.

Volume 33, Issue 4

Passenger Seats- Remove loose dirt from the upholstery
with a broom/vacuum. Wash with warm water and mild
soap solution. Use clear water damp cloth rinse to remove
soap residue, then wipe dry.
EXTERIOR CLEANING
The best way to preserve painted surfaces and body panels is to clean them often. Wash with warm or cold water
with a mild soap solution to remove dirt and preserve the
original luster of the paint.

The life and dollar value of a bus depends on how well
they are maintained and cleaned, especially in the Midwest where road salts are used. The best way to preserve Do not wash the bus in direct sunlight or when the sheet
metal is hot to the touch to avoid streaks in the finish. Do
a bus is to wash the inside and outside often.
not use hot water, strong soaps, or detergents. Do not
wipe dirt off a dry surface to avoid scratching the paint.
HOW SHOULD YOU CLEAN YOUR BUS
Chemicals used to clean buses can adversely affect the
materials used to build them. Many common cleaning
products can damage or ruin the appearance of materials
like plastics, vinyl, rubber, aluminum, and paint.
Chemicals used in premixed or aerosol disinfectant solutions can damage the appearance of many surfaces.
Interior Cleaning
General Cleaning- Use a soft dry cloth on hard surfaces
and a broom/vacuum on the floor and seats to remove
loose dirt. Wash with a damp cloth and warm water with a
mild soap solution. Use clear water damp cloth rinse to
remove soap residue, then wipe dry.

UNDER THE BUS
It is highly recommended to clean the underside of the
chassis, body, wheels, springs, and frame with a pressure
washer during the winter and spring months. More often
during seasons with high road salt.
GENERAL INFORMATION
To maintain optimum preservation, wash the bus thoroughly as soon as possible after operating in the presence
of road salt.

Many municipalities in the Midwest are now using magnesium chloride and calcium chloride salts in the winter. In
some areas, magnesium chloride is used for dust control
Flooring- Most buses are built with a plywood subfloor un- on unpaved roads. These salts are much more corrosive
der the rubber covering. NEVER use a hose or pressure than typical sodium chloride salt and MUST be brushed off
washer to clean the interior floor of the bus. Use a damp in addition to spraying with high pressure water. Merely
rinsing the exposed surfaces will not remove these chemimop with warm water and a mild soap solution. Use a
clear water damp mop to rinse and remove soap residue. cals.
Do not leave standing water on the floor. Wheelchair
Users NEED TO KNOW what chemicals their local municitracks corrode quickly from students tracking in road salt
palities are using.
and debris. These tracks should be cleaned often.
WARNING
Clean chemicals can release fumes that can cause breathing problems. Always mainSeat Belts- Clean belts occasionally with a mild soap solu- tain adequate ventilation by
tion. Do not use cleaning chemicals or abrasives. Do not opening windows and doors.
Thanks to Midbleach or re-dye seat belt webbing. Bleaching or re-dying
west Transit for a
Excerpts
taken
from
Navistar
may cause premature deterioration, resulting in personal
great article!
Service Information Bulletin
injury.
TSI-09-47-03.
ABS/Plastics- These items should only be cleaned with
warm water and a mild soap solution.
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From: admin@napt.org [mailto:admin@napt.org]
To: email@ilapt.net
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 11:29 AM
Subject: FMCSA Proposes New Distracted Driving Regulations
TO: All NAPT Members

Today, Secretary of Transportation Ray La Hood announced a new Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) rulemaking that would impose a federal ban on texting for many commercial motor vehicle (CMV) drivers. It
would also require states to disqualify drivers holding a commercial motor vehicle license from operating a CMV once
they have been convicted of violating anti-texting laws in any state or locality. School transportation service providers
will be directly impacted by this proposed new regulation.
You have the opportunity to learn exactly what FMCSA is proposing and weigh in on it, thanks to a new partnership
between the Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Cornell eRulemaking Initiative (CeRI).
Regulation Room (http://www.regulationroom.org) is an online public participation website where individuals and groups
can learn about and discuss proposed new federal regulations, working together to provide effective feedback to
agency decision-makers. As a flagship program of the DOT’s open government initiative, Regulation Room provides an
accessible public forum for citizen discussion and influence. If you want to learn more about this rulemaking and its
potential effect on your operation, visit the Regulation Room web site.
Regulation Room was designed and is operated by the Cornell e-Rulemaking Initiative (CeRI). CeRI is a research
group based at Cornell Law School; it brings together faculty and students from law, conflict resolution, computing and
information science, and the social sciences. CeRI works with federal agencies who want to find the most effective
methods and technologies for transparent, participatory government. While working closely with its agency partners,
CeRI remains an independent, neutral, and objective advocate for good Government 2.0.
Please share this information with your colleagues and urge them to comment on this policy at http://
www.regulationroom.org. For more information, visit the site or email CeRI at communications@lawschool.cornell.edu
From: MENEGHETTI CINDA [mailto:cmeneghe@isbe.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2010 4:18 PM

CONTEST DETAILS

Subject: School Bus Driver of the Year Essay Contest Children in kindergarten through sixth grade are eligible to
enter the contest by submitting a 90-word essay about
ESSAY CONTEST http://www.thomasbus.com/contest/
what makes their bus driver so special. Essay entries will
Every day, all over the country, school bus drivers make a be judged based on content, originality and driver qualifidifference in the lives of children. So in 2006, as part of its cations (to be verified by the driver's employer and Tho90th anniversary celebration, Thomas Built Buses created mas Built Buses). Children who enter must have a parent
or legal guardian's permission to participate and must
the "Children's Choice School Bus Driver of the Year"
provide a written affidavit signed by their guardian prior to
essay contest as a way to recognize those drivers.
being proclaimed a winner.
The contest invites children across North America to
nominate their favorite school bus driver and thank them PRIZES
for their dedicated service. Now in its fifth consecutive
Prizes will be awarded to the child who writes the winning
year, the essay contest has become a new Thomas Built
essay and to the driver nominated by the winning essay.
tradition.
Continued on next page
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER
Child $1,000 educational savings bond
Laptop computer
Thomas Built Buses Saf-T-Liner® C2 school bus
lunchbox
Thomas Built Buses jacket
Driver $1,000 Visa® gift card
Thomas Built Buses Saf-T-Liner® C2 school bus
lunchbox
Thomas Built Buses jacket
RUNNER UP finalists will each receive:
Thomas Built Buses Saf-T-Liner® C2 school bus
lunchbox
Thomas Built Buses jacket
Winning entries will be featured on the Thomas Built Buses website
and will be included in national and local publicity.
HOW TO ENTER With the help of their parents, children may enter
the contest by mailing a 90-word essay, with or without pictures,
along with a signed permission slip to the following address: Children's Choice, HMH, 1435 W. Morehead St., Suite 140, Charlotte,
NC 28208 *All entries must be postmarked by June 30, 2010.
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Note from Cheryl Douglas, IAPT Executive Director: Your IAPT Board has been responsive to finding ways to do more
for you and the association while spending less monies. In January, IAPT started using YouSendIt to email TIPS to
each of you (a very small number of spam filters are not allowing it but for the majority, it is working). If you are interested, YouSendIt is offering this program in recognition of Earth Day 2010. (Basic YouSendIt is free.)
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Q&A - Bidding for Fuel
Q — I was hoping I could tap your wealth of knowledge a little bit. I’m struggling with our diesel bidding process.
Currently I don’t have any way to accurately budget what my costs are going to be. We allow the bidders to
increase our price by either a percentage or dollar amount over their cost. This, coupled with the fluctuating
prices, makes my estimates off by a $1.00 sometimes, and that can mean $6,000 swing on any given delivery. Do you know of any alternate ways to bid diesel? We use about 75,000 gallons annually and have our
own storage tanks (8,000 gallon). My thought was to bid the whole lot, all 75,000 gallons at a set price?
Have you ever heard of this before?
Any ideas or suggestions would be greatly appreciated, thanks.
A — Great questions! Since it's been a while since I bid fuel, I contacted some local experts and asked for their
opinions. Thanks to Jeff Manthei, Energy Management Specialist, and Gordy Williams, Energy Marketing
Manager, 815-235-7400, Stephenson Service Company, Freeport, IL for taking the time to answer these
questions. Jeff's and Gordy's answers are italicized. My answers are not.
In the fall of 2008, how the cooperatives in the fuel business marketed, priced, and sold fuels changed. Our
risk management team has watched the pricing cycle of fuels for 28 years. Those 28 years have shown
that the best time to bid for diesel fuel is roughly from the week of Thanksgiving to March 1. The heaviest
usage of diesel fuel is during the winter months so that means the inventories of diesel are at their peak in
December and January. That is also the time when the refineries are switching over to produce gasoline to
build the gas inventories needed for summer.
July is the worst time to bid for diesel fuel. Historically, July is the highest time of the year for diesel and
gasoline prices. School districts should be bidding for their up-coming school year diesel needs sometime
between Thanksgiving and early February (early February to meet the mandated bid posting time and give
the district time to evaluate and award the bids - give yourself time).
And finally, it is possible to require a set price for the entire amount of fuel bid. Some suppliers won't want
to do this but others will. This way, you know EXACTLY how much the bid number of gallons will cost your
district. No more pricing fluctuations from load to load.
If a district would have contracted for fuel on February 1, 2010 for the entire year, the base price would have
been $2.44 per gallon for diesel. That purchase, if buying yesterday (April 8 th 2010), for the year, would
have been $2.76 per gallon. (That's a $0.32/gallon difference or $24,000 for 75,000 gallons for the school
year.) If bid in July as most school do, it may be even higher.
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Executive Director: You may, at your option, agree to accept alternate bid responses if you and your district
want to consider other pricing options. Make sure your district will use the amount of fuel you are bidding.
If you are cutting routes or will be running fewer extra-curricular trips next school year, take that into consideration in determining the number of gallons in your bid. Also, if your district does NOT have fuel storage, it
may be a little tougher to get a supplier to respond to your bid however, they should still be able to buy diesel "futures" knowing your district has committed to purchasing XX number of gallons of fuel from them. If
you purchase from a local gas station, based on the number of gallons your district purchases each year,
the supplier may give your district a $0.xx discount off the price of each gallon. Any questions?
Taxes For Townships, School Dist., & Counties in IL.
IL Environmental Impact Fee
IL Underground Storage Tank Tax
LUST Tax (all gas & diesel-Dyed & clear)
IL Motor Fuel (diesel)
Total

$0.008
$0.003
$0.001
$0.215
$0.227

The federal excise tax is 18.4 cents for gasoline and 24.4 cents for diesel fuel….school districts, using fuel
for student transportation only (no outside groups transportation), do not pay federal excise tax.

Emergency response expert offers school bus in-service
Reprinted with permission from School Bus Fleet

Lt. Paul Hasenmeier, a firefighter since 2000 for the City of Huron (Ohio) Fire Division and contributor to SBF, is offering an in-service training program for school bus operations.
In the two-hour presentation, attendees learn what can be done prior to an emergency, what to expect from emergency
responders, and what they can do to help emergency responders and start preparing for the "never-happen-to-us"
emergency.
"Just like anything else that we develop action plans for, school bus emergencies need a plan of their own," Hasenmeier said. "That plan must involve the cooperative efforts of fire, EMS, police, school personnel, and public officials. This presentation will provide you with the knowledge of who does what, where, when and why at school bus
emergencies."
Hasenmeier is also a paramedic, fire inspector, SCUBA diver, and an instructor. He has an associate's degree in fire
science, has gained knowledge in numerous technical rescue disciplines, and is a member of Ohio's Region 1 USAR
team.
In addition to SBF, Hasenmeier contributes to Fire Engineering, Fire Rescue and The Canadian Fire Chief magazines. He has presented at FDIC, the New York Fire Chiefs Conference, the Ohio Fire Chiefs Conference, the Ohio
Association for Pupil Transportation Conference, the Ohio State Firefighters Association Conference, Fire Rescue Canada, the Fire Department Safety Officers Conference and other regional and national training events.
For more info, e-mail Hasenmeier at phas@bex.net, visit www.criticalrescuetraining.com or call (419) 656-5884.
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My Pitcher is Overflowing
By Betsy Schulthess
Transportation Safety Coordinator CUSD #303 St. Charles, IL
For those of you who attended the 19th National Conference and Exhibition on Transporting Students with Disabilities in Orlando, you know exactly what I mean. This was the conference where we were able to get the
answers to some of the toughest questions out there. The Edupro Group promised ―Creativity Thriving in
Tough Times‖ and they delivered. There was not a person at the conference who left with a question unanswered. It was an excellent opportunity to network with the leaders in our industry. As this year’s recipient of
the American Logistics Scholarship Award, I would like to encourage everyone within our state to ―apply‖.
Make your best effort to get to this conference next year. This is the place to be! The topics ranged from providing training when funding dries up, coping skills for managers, reviewing crash scenarios, lessons from
case law, evacuation training, proper securement, how sensory deficits impact the bus rider and so much
more…budget the conference for 2011 now! If you plan on maintaining quality special education services in
the current economy; you need to mark your calendars now for March 11-16, 2011, Kansas City, Missouri.
This conference is for you!
Yes please, pass the lemonade.

SAFETY NOOK
by Bob McElligott, Northern Region Director, Geneva CUSD 304

PHYSICAL & EMOTIONAL HEALTH

Professional school bus drivers shoulder an immense responsibility – transporting students to/from school
safely. It is important to remember that your physical and emotional condition, in addition to your driving
skills, is critical to safely operating your vehicle.
Rest - Getting proper rest and following a healthy diet are essential to maintaining good physical/emotional
condition. A driver must also be aware of prescription and over-the-counter drugs which may adversely affect your ability to drive safely. For instance, Nyquil contains 10% alcohol, more than is found in beer or
most wines. Be sure your physician and pharmacist know your job position and responsibilities.
Glasses – Scratched or dirty lenses impair your vision. Replace your contacts as instructed and keep a
spare set available.
Sun Glasses – Wearing a quality pair of sunglasses can help prevent cataracts and prevent eye strain.
Night Vision – Your eyes can become less sensitive to light. In order to adjust, use slower speeds and more
awareness behind the wheel. As you should always do in any conditions, keep your eyes moving to get the
―Big Picture‖.
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From: Thompson, John W [mailto:John.Thompson@Navistar.com]
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2010 12:33 PM
Subject: IC Bus University scheduled for the Week of May 3rd
We still have a few openings for IC Bus University scheduled for the week of May
3rd, 2010. Our capacity for IC Bus University is 60 technicians. If you have technicians that would like to attend these sessions, contact your IC Bus dealer as soon
as possible for registration information.
IC Bus University
Tulsa, OK
Dates: May 3-7, 2010
Schedule
Monday-IC Bus Tulsa Bus Plant tour from 1:00-5:00, evening session from 7:00 pm until 9:00 on full
power brakes. Lunch will be served at the Doubletree Hotel from 10:30 until 12:30. All evening sessions will take place at the host hotel. All other sessions will take place at the Tulsa Bus Plant training center.
Tuesday through Thursday-Eight hour classes on bus maintenance, engines and bus electrical begin. Lunch sessions begin on Specialty Manufacturing, paint repair and maintenance and bus floor
care begin. Evening sessions each night from 7:00 until 9:00 on Braun, Ricon and bus air conditioning.
Friday-4 hour session on Allison transmissions, lunch served, departure to airport or host hotel
If you have questions or need more information, call me at (501) 505-2287 or on my cell line at (501)
269-5685.
John Thompson, IC Bus, LLC

Quotable—
What are your personal anchors—people, things, places, or rituals—that keep you connected to yourself, your sense of
well-being, and your feelings? What makes you feel secure in the world? Who or what can you count on for support?
Make a list of these anchors so you can access them when you feel stranded and unsure.
~ Gail McMeekin
Set peace of mind as your highest goal, and organize your life around it.
~ Brian Tracy
When considering change, remember — there is an emotional connection necessary for people to commit to new ways.
~ Stacy Aaron
Life is not made up of great sacrifices and duties but of little things: in which smiles and kindness given habitually are
what win and preserve the heart and secure comfort.
~ Sir Humphry Davy
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From: MENEGHETTI CINDA [mailto:cmeneghe@isbe.net]
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 10:32 AM
Subject: Tire info

FYI
From: Richard E. Fischer [mailto:dfischer@ix.netcom.com]

Tire Terminology
To read all of this information, go to: http://www.offroaders.com/tech/AT-MT-Tires/tire-tech.htm#RADIAL_ofrdrs

All Terrain Tires - All Terrain tires or AT are a compromise. All Terrains are an attempt to offer good performance both
on road as well as offroad. The ALL TERRAIN TREAD is intended to performs well under a variety of conditions found
offroad while still offering acceptable on-highway performance. This is accomplished by using a tread pattern design
where the lugs are tighter together than a more aggressive mud tire's tread. The result is usually a quieter ride on the
street than a mud tire due to its lesser aggressive tread pattern. When compared to a street tire, All Terrain tires usually produce more noise. The payoff of an All Terrain Tire is that they performs well on a variety of terrains: rocks,
sand, somewhat in the mud while still offering decent traction on the paved road. One drawback of an all terrain is that
the tread design tends to pack with mud however some of the AT designs perform surprisingly well in muddy conditions. The AT All Terrain is typically the tire for the 4-wheeler who drives their 4x4 as a daily driver and will see minimal
trail use and more on highway driving.
Mud Terrain Tires - MUD TIRES or MT (Mud Terrain) are as you might have gathered from the name, designed to
perform most specifically in the mud. But when you look at the tread design of many mud tires, they generally perform
well in other conditions such as on the rocks, in deeper snow, as well as in loose gravel and in the softer, constantly
changing terrain of wooded trails. This is because mud tires are usually designed from a softer compound with wider
gaps (voids) between the lugs, which grab onto anything it can hook one of its lug edges around, especially when aired
down. Tread designs typically are what make or break a mud tire and vary widely from manufacturer to manufacturer.
Drawbacks of the MT Mud Terrain tire are they perform poorly on the highway especially in the rain where the wide lug
pattern results in less of a tire footprint on the road. Even worse, the MT can be downright dangerous in icy conditions.
Mud tires also tend to wear quicker than an all terrain or a street tire and depending on your perspective, the onhighway noise level can be considerably higher especially after they wear down with highway use.
Bias-Ply Tires and Radial Tires
There are two basic types of tire construction that mud, all terrain and street tires use as their foundation. They are
bias-ply and radial designs. Each type of tire construction has its own unique set of characteristics that are the key to
its performance, whether on road or off road and these characteristics can help to define the purpose of the tire. The
following information will explain what identifies the difference between a bias ply tire and a radial type tire.
BIAS PLY
The simple definition of a Bias Ply Tire: The bias ply tire construction utilizing rubber-coated layers known as plies
composed of textile cords, usually nylon and sometimes Kevlar. The plies layered diagonal from one bead to the other
bead at about a 30 degree angle. One ply is set on a bias in one direction as succeeding plies are set alternately in
opposing directions as they cross each other and the ends are wrapped around the bead wires, anchoring them to the
rim of the wheel. The layers of plies are them covered with more rubber to form the tread of the tire. Bias ply tires are
sometimes called cross-ply tires.
Performance and Purpose of a Bias Ply
Bias ply tires have a limited purpose in life and are only used for specific purposes or jobs. The reason for this is because of its performance characteristics. However for some jobs the bias ply tire is an idea tire for the purpose such as
for the tires of a towed trailer, farm equipment tires, some purpose built tires like extreme terrain tires and some forms
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of racing still use bias ply tires. The reasons for this limited use are:
 The bias-ply tire casing is constructed to form one working unit. When the sidewalls deflect or bend under load, the
tread squeezes in and distorts. The distortion affects the tires footprint and can decrease traction and increases wear
depending on the terrain. The tread distortion also causes abrasion from the ground surface, which reduces the life of
the tire. These factors are why bias ply tires are not idea for passenger car tires or as tires that my see highway use
unless used as tires for a towed trailer.
 Bias Ply Strength - The way to increase the strength of bias-ply tires is by increasing the number of plies and bead
wires. More plies means more mass which, increasing heat retention and reducing tire life.
 Because of the bias ply inherent construction, sidewall strength is less than that of a radial tire's construction and
cornering is significantly less effective. This is probably one of the main reasons bias ply tires are not used for passenger cars and trucks.
However because of the bias ply construction and inherent strength of a properly inflated tire, the bias ply is idea for
straight line towing.
RADIAL
The simple definition of a Radial type tire: The radial is a type of tire that is constructed with rubber coated, reinforcing steel cable belts that are assembled parallel and run from side to side, bead to bead at an angle of 90 degrees to
the circumferential centerline of the tire. (As opposed to the 30 degree alternating application lengthwise as in bias ply
tires). This makes the tire more flexible which reduces rolling resistance to improve fuel economy. Then numerous
rubber coated steel belts are then constructed into the "crown" of the tire under the tread to form a strong stable twostage unit.
Performance and purpose of Radial tires
Radial tires are the preferred tire of choice in most applications for several key reasons.
 The combination of steel stabilizing belts in the single-layer radial casing allows the tread and sidewall to act independently. The sidewall flexes more easily under the weight of the vehicle and its cargo, while the tank-track type tread
provides even contact with the ground. Greater vertical deflection is achieved with radial tires. This is desirable because extreme flexing greatly increases resistance to punctures.
 To increase a radial tire's strength, larger diameter steel cables are used. Larger steel cables can help reduce
punctures, tears and flats. Larger steel cables also help distribute heat, resulting in a cooler running tire and improving
fuel economy. Unlike bias ply tires larger steel cables have little negative affect on performance.
 The parallel stabilizing steel belts of the radial minimize tread distortion. As the sidewalls flexes under load, the
belts hold the tread firmly and evenly on the ground or object and thus minimizing tread scrub and greatly increasing
tread life.
 When cornering the independent action of the tread and sidewalls keeps the tread flat on the road. This allows the
tire to hold to its path.
 When offroad, the radial tire's stabilizing steel belt design aids in greater traction by holding the tread evenly over
obstacles allowing the tread of the tire to have a better chance of finding traction.
What are Sipes?
Sipes are the small slots that are cut or molded into a tire tread surface. These slots are meant to aid in increasing
traction in snow, ice, mud, and wet road surfaces. The name of the concept of siping a tire comes from a man named
John Sipe, who received a patent in the 1920's, after realizing that an array of small transverse cuts in the heels of his
shoes gave him better traction. Later Goodyear received a US patent claiming that the "sipes" improved traction characteristics in tires.
Tire tread is a series of block shapes, groove configurations, and sipes, all of which have an affect on the tires traction
and noise level. Typically, wide, straight grooves running in the direction that the tire travels will have a lower noise
level and good water removal. More lateral grooves running from side to side will usually increase traction while increasing noise levels. Sipes are the small grooves or slits that are cut across larger tread elements. Up to a point, more
(Continued on page 27)
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sipes give more traction in snow and mud as well as over various terrains found offroad.
Reading a Tire:
All tires are required to have certain information molded into the side of the tire in a location known as the sidewall. Some of the information is self explanatory while other information requires a little knowledge to decipher. The
following will help you understand what this information means.

Tire Type - This Defines the intended
proper use of the tire. P indicates this is a passenger car tire while LT indicates the tire would be for a light truck with a
heavier load rating.
Tire Width - This is the width of the tire measured in millimeters from sidewall to sidewall. An example might be 215
representing 215 millimeters.
Aspect Ratio - This is the the ratio of the height of the tire's cross-section to its width. An example of this might be 65,
which means that the height is equal to 65% of the tire's width. To calculate the aspect ratio, multiple the first number
(e.g. 215) by the second number with a decimal before the number (e.g. .65). Using the example numbers the tires
aspect ratio would calculate as 215x.65=139.75 where 139.75 is the tires height in millimeters. This is the height of the
rubber from rim to tread on one side of the tire.
To convert the aspect ratio to a full tire height in inches, do this:
Convert the above calculated tire height (aspect ratio) in millimeters to inches by multiplying the millimeters by .03937
(139.75 x .03937 = 5.5 inches). Then take the inches and multiply by two and add the rim size. Example: 5.5 x 2 + 15
(rim size in inches) = a 26 inch tall tire.
To read more, go to: http://www.offroaders.com/tech/AT-MT-Tires/tire-tech.htm#RADIAL_ofrdrs
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Say no to anything that is not a high
-value use of your time and your life.
~ Brian Tracy

Please submit items for TIPS
by the 5th of each month to:
Cheryl Douglas
Executive Director
IAPT
PO Box 17
Lena, IL 61048

TIPS is designed, developed
and published for the benefit
of its membership. Original
articles may not be republished without the express
written consent of IAPT.

Email: email@ilapt.net (easiest)
Tel: (815) 369-2191
800: (888) 223-6033, PIN IAPT (4278)
Fax: (815) 369-IAPT (4278)
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